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Do you have a four-legged friend that is always trying to sneak out and explore the

neighborhood? It may be time for a pet door! A pet door can provide many benefits

including keeping your furry friends safe inside, giving them their own private space to

potty, and making it easier for you when they need to go outside. Whether you are home

full-time or have to leave your pet alone hours a day, a quality pet door represents a

wonderful opportunity for you both.

Benefits of Pet Doors

The positive things a pet door can do for both you and your furry friend are surprisingly

diverse. Here are some of the benefits of pet doors:

• Makes life easier for you

• Pet Doors offer convenience for owners as well as pets

• Keeps pet away from indoor accidents

• Enhances physical health through regular exercise and stimulation

• Pet Doors help reduce housebreaking accidents

https://advancedwindowsusa.com/energy-efficient-insulated-pet-doors
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• A pet door will encourage your animal to spend more time outdoors, leading to a

healthier lifestyle and a stimulated mental state

Need a pet door for your furry friend? Now is the time! Call our experts today and
find out how easy it can be.

  Call Now!  

Why Choose Our Energy-Efficient Pet Doors?

There are many types of pet doors on the market today. But, the Advanced energy efficient

dog door for sliding glass doors is not your average pet door product. The energy-efficient

glass we use for your replacement sliding glass door provides exceptional insulation

quality. You can live more conveniently with your dog coming in and out without your

help, and you can improve your home’s energy efficiency too!

What Makes the Our Pet Door Energy-Efficient?

There are multiple industry-leading elements of the Advanced Window Products pet

access door that make it today’s best energy-efficient pet door:

Sliding Door Frame: The construction-grade vinyl sliding glass door frame is highly

durable and weather-resistant.

Thermal Door Glass: The glass panel in which the pet door is installed is made of

Low-E glass for maximum thermal efficiency.

Endura Flap: The polyolefin polymer dog door flap is made to withstand extreme

temperatures (to –40°F) and other rough outdoor conditions.

Magnetic Seal: The top-quality Endura Flap pet door is lined with magnetic strips

that ideally seal the flexible dog door flap instantly as your pet enters or exits!

tel:8015059622
https://advancedwindowsusa.com/pet-door-built-into-sliding-glass-door
https://advancedwindowsusa.com/energy-efficient-glass
https://advancedwindowsusa.com/energy-efficient-window-replacement-salt-lake-city-utah
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Advancements in Pet Doors

In the past, there have been two strong and reasonable arguments against installing a pet

door:

They reduce efficiency: The gaping hole in a major pathway to the great outdoors

inevitably raises heating and cooling costs throughout the year.

They present a security risk: Pet doors are typically much less secure against break-

ins than doors and walls without such an exploitable weakness.

Thankfully, both issues have been tackled!

For efficiency, recent innovations use improved materials and techniques to minimize

airflow and almost entirely stop negative temperature effects. Magnetic stripping helps

create perfect seals; coupled with polyurethane foam, fiberglass, and other advanced

materials, this adds substantial insulation improvements to the doors themselves. 

As for security, stronger materials and tight seals are a good place to start. Pet-sized

ramps or staircases create access points far above the ground that are friendly for your

dogs and cats but quite inaccessible to ill-meaning humans. Similarly, ground-level access

can be placed in trenches or regions that won’t work for human travel. Lastly, improved

flap locks make pet doors impenetrable for extended absences.

Installation of Your Energy-Efficient Pet Door!

In addition to beautiful doors for your home, Advanced Window Products also provides

energy-efficient pet door installation for you. You and your pet can enjoy the freedom of

having a state-of-the-art pet door for sliding glass doors. With this Advanced pet door

model, you don’t need to cut a hole in a wall or door to install a pet door, and you don’t

need to alter the framing of your sliding glass door.

How do we do it? We build a top-quality pet door directly into our high-performance

sliding doors, and our professionals can install it for you! In addition to delivering top

energy efficiency, this sliding glass door pet door actually offers you today’s most

convenient way to install a pet door for your home!

Pet Door Installation Process

A door replacement is an important improvement for your home. Product quality and

dependability throughout the pet door installation process are essential to protecting your

investment. Our installation professionals are reliably prompt, transparent in

communications. They’re also highly conscientious in caring for your property in the work

area throughout the installation process.

https://advancedwindowsusa.com/replacement-sliding-glass-pet-doors
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Your Advanced Window Products project manager will diligently focus on your pet door

installation process until the work is ideally completed, and our team will leave your home

in the same condition as before the installation.

You Can Even Install Your Pet Door

Our professional installers will install your new Advanced sliding glass pet door for you

for a small additional charge. Or, if you are ready for a DIY project, you can save by

measuring for your new sliding glass door and pet entry insert, and then follow the

installation instructions provided to install your pet door yourself!

Advanced Window Pet Doors Are The Answer

The reasons not to install a pet door are shrinking. With a little creativity and an expert

installation, you can have a safe, efficient door that improves the health of you and your

favorite pet. The money saved by reducing destructive behavior nicely offsets the initial

cost of an installation, and ultimately, you know you want what’s best for you and your

pet. 

Talk with one of our experts at Advanced Window Products today. We’ll show you
all that is new, effective, and stylish in pet doors to get you and your furry family
set up with a better lifestyle.
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